Click on the QR code to hear me read the book.

chimpanzee

snake

giraffe

lion

leopard

gorilla

zebra

crocodile

rhinoceros

elephant

hippopotamus

gazelle

tiger

Cut out the pictures and put them
into the correct order. Retell the
story in your own words.
Challenge: Can you include
adjectives in your sentences when
you are retelling the story?

Jungle animal song (tune of the Muffin Man)

Do you know the slimy snake, the slimy snake, the slimy snake?
Oh do you know the slimy snake that lives deep in the jungle?
Do you know the chimpanzee, the chimpanzee, the chimpanzee?
Oh do you know the chimpanzee that lives deep in the jungle?
Do you know the wildebeest, the wildebeest, the wildebeest?
Oh do you know the wildebeest that lives deep in the jungle?
Do you know the crocodile, the crocodile, the crocodile?
Oh do you know the crocodile that lives deep in the jungle?
Do you know the fierce lion, the fierce lion, the fierce lion?
Oh do you know the mountain lion that lives deep in the jungle?
Can you create your own verse of the song?

Music for
the song.

shortest
tallest

Cut out the pictures of the jungle animals. Put
them into the correct order from shortest to
tallest.
Pre-reception – 3 pictures
Reception – 4 pictures
Challenge: 6 pictures

lion costs 5p

zebra costs 20p

Challenge: The
elephant is for
sale for 10
pence. Use the
coins and see
how many
different ways
you can you
create the total
10 pence?

elephant costs 10p

tiger costs 15p

crocodile costs 15p

Which coins do
you need to buy
the animals?

gorilla costs 6p

On the picture of the snake create a
repeating pattern.
Challenge: Can you create a complex
pattern snake?

Fine motor skills: Threading ideas
If you do not have leaves you could use pasta, beads or buttons.

Number recognition games:
10 Number Recognition Games- You can make these games easier (Numbers to 6) or more difficult (Numbers to 20 or beyond).
Number bubble game
1.Draw lots of chalk circles on the ground outside, with a number inside each (1 to 5 or 1 to 10, depending on how much space you have), distributing them evenly so that you end up with
several 1s in circles, several 2s in circles, and so on.
2.On your daily walk around the neighbourhood – or perhaps combine it with a visit to the local park – hunting for numbers along the way. There should be plenty of opportunities for number
spotting, for example on front doors, gates, buses, cars, posters etc. Get the children to call them out when they see them.
3.Giant dot-to-dot -Make your own giant dot-to-dot, by chalking numbers on the ground. For younger children stick to simple shapes using fewer numbers; for older children you can make it
a bit more difficult.
4.Dice tally -Take a sheet of paper and make a grid of six squares, labelling them 1 to 6 using both numerals and words. Roll a dice and keep a tally in the squares of how many times each
number comes up. Children could do this individually, each with their own separate grids, or in pairs or small groups using the same grid but their own dice. You could turn it into more of a
game by adding a competitive element.
5.Number biscuits
Using some number shape cutters, make some sets of number biscuits with your child and then use squeezy icing to stick the right number of decorations onto each biscuit (e.g. eight raisins
on the number 8, three raspberries on the number 3 etc).
6.Throw and catch
Here are a couple of ideas for throwing games to help with number recognition.
One is to get a set of buckets and label them 1 to 5 (or 1 to 10), then the children have to try and throw the right number of beanbags into each;
Another is to use a target mat and the children have to try and land the right number of beanbags in each numbered segment.
Throw and catch a ball or balloon (Speaking from experience, not so easy on a windy day!). Count as you do.
7.Counting beads
For this activity you’ll need ten paper plates, some coloured pens and some coloured beads/buttons/Lego bricks/counters. Write the numbers 1 to 10 on the plates, using a different colour
for each number. Get your child to put the right number of beads onto each plate; this works particularly well using coloured beads that correspond with the colours used to write the
numbers, as it gives the children a strong visual cue.
8.Number crafts
There are lots of ways in which you can incorporate number recognition into craft activities. One idea is to draw some outlines of ladybirds on a piece of paper, then number them and get the
children to add the right number of spots to each. A couple of variations on this include drawing birds and sticking on tail feathers, or drawing monsters and sticking on googly eyes.
9.Number rhymes and reading number story books. BBC Counting rhymes
10.Topmarks number games

Listen carefully. What sounds can you hear? Are they loud or quiet sounds? Lists the sounds that you can
hear.

Loud sounds

Soft sounds

Method
•Stretch the cling film over the open end of the pot or tube, to make a drum.

•Hold the cling film in place with the elastic band.
•Place the drum in front of a speaker.
•Put 10 grains of rice on to the cling film.
•Turn on the speaker and play some music.
Watch the grains of rice dance.

Questions:
Can you make a drum?
Can you put some rice on the drum and turn on the music?
What is the rice doing?
Turn down the volume, what does the rice do?
Turn up the volume, what does the rice do?
What is making the rice move?

